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You have just finished a meal at a restaurant. The service was excellent all night and Andrea, your
waitress, was exceptionally helpful efficient and friendly. There is a kiosk (ipad / iphone) on the table
that also allows you to give recognition / feedback to your waiter, along with a tip. How might you
design the experience that would allow you to thank Andrea for her service via this application.
During your recognition, you may also want to rate her service (e.g: speed, attentiveness, friendliness
etc).

Considerations:
Show rough ideas and sketches of thoughts and ideas
Maybe identify open questions, potential issues, constraints, edge cases etc.
The amount of screens and the flow will be determined by you depending on your approach
Maybe consider how the recognition might look for Andrea, once you submit it on the kiosk (i.e.
How does she receive it? View it? Can she she recognition from other colleagues in the restaurant?

Deliverables
A PDF file containing the solution in low / mid fidelity wireframes
Include sketches or other artefacts relevant to your exploration process
You can also showcase in marvel, invision etc, although not required

The brief
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Considering an expected short 
turn-around time for this challenge I 
considered applying a Lean UX approach 
to quickly establish business and user 
assumptions. 

Lean UX combines both UX Design 
principles in an Agile environment 
allowing Lean startup product 
development cycles.

The approach
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To establish some early business and user assumptions we performed an interview 
with a floor manager of a restaurant in Chicago.

We asked the following questions:

● Do you know what a chat/assist bot is?
● Would this be a helpful UI?
● Do you think if your servers/waiters were connected to the app via an Apple 

Watch you might improve speed of service?
● Do you think it would add value to the customer experience if they could call 

the server through the app?
● Do you think of a customer  order through an app this may decrease errors?
● Is there value to have your menu available on the app?
● Do you see value if customers can indicate a tip or customer feedback via the 

app (kiosk/ipad)?
● If so what features would you like to see?
● If the app was free but you had to pay a commision based on the tip what % 

commision would you be willing to pay?
● Would you like to see a dashboard for the kitchen and or manager to see data 

such as waiting time?

Qualitative data research
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lYXxs54QI4Q


I believe our customers 
have the need to:
provide their real time 
feedback on a service they 
are paying for through a 
seamless and accessible 
tablet.
Book a table, look at the 
menu and pre book their 
order pay and rate their 
service including a tip entirely 
through a mobile experience

These needs can be 
solved with:
a user friendly and visually 
appealing (iconography v lots 
of text) display on a tablet 
while waiting for their bill.
creating an app that can 
reserve a table, show a 
menu, order, pay and leave 
tip

My initial customer are:
customers paying for a 
service - restaurant, hotel etc
This could also apply to 
guests staying in a hotel - 
provide them the opportunity 
to feedback during their stay 
if they are not happy with 
something. This could also be 
extended to retail
customers that are visiting 
either a cafe or restaurant

The no. 1 value a customer 
wants to get out my 
service is:
improved quality and service 
on subsequent visits and that 
the feedback is taken on 
board
a smooth process from start 
(book my table to pay their 
bill)

They can also get these 
additional benefits:
Consistency of service. It also 
shows the customer we care 
in addition to being innovative 
and forward thinking
discounts by booking early, 
earning loyalty points for 
discount on repeat visits

I will acquire the majority 
of my customers through:
customers eating in the 
restaurant, staying at the 
hotel upon payment, 
checkout
hospitality industry

I will make money by:
improving my service thus 
gaining a good reputation 
and showing customers their 
feedback is important to us
customers will have a better 
experience, will get a exactly 
what they want at the right 
time increasing nps, as a 
business I will save money by 
avoiding errors when taking 
orders, save money by 
improved knowledge of daily 
traffic and demand for 
productsMy primary competition in 

the market will be:
Other restaurants, hotels etc 
in my neighbourhood
other products offering 
hospitality feedback platforms 
such as google and yelp

We will beat them due to:
Constantly optimising our 
product and service and 
showing we care
the fact that our product will 
be integrated through the 
entire cycle from booking a 
table to paying the bill

My biggest product risk is:
bad design, cumbersome 
customer journey, takes too 
long to complete, text heavy
need wifi and build point of 
sale system

We will solve this through:
investing time and money 
making it the best in market
offering a full product

We will know we are 
successful when we see 
the following changes in 
customer behavior: 
repeat visits, positive 
tripadvisor reviews ...
customer and hospitality 
industry using our app

What other assumptions, if proven false, will cause our 
project to fail:
that we will be able to create a full integrated product, in essence 
we may be building a new online pos system

Who is the User?
Customer
customer of cafe and 
restaurants

Where does our product fit 
in their life?
At the end of a meal (service), 
provides an opportunity to 
give my feedback in an easy 
way
our users are pc/mobile savvy 
and want to save time and 
money and have the best 
experience when visiting a 
cafe or restaurant

What problem does our 
product solve?
allows customers to provide 
feedback if dissatisfied + 
satisfied
it can solve many, one of 
them is creating a platform 
that provides instant 
opportunity for feedback

When and how is our 
product used?
Real time in the restaurant 
(service industry)
from booking a table or seat 
to ordering from a menu to 
rating the service, indicating a 
tip and paying though Apple 
Pay

What features are 
important?
Clear, quick to complete, 
accessible. Maybe a discount 
on repeat visit when first 
launched to encourage 
repeat customers
wifi - simple ui - need mobile 
or website - mobile up design 
- need to accept payment - 
need to connect to apple 
watch

How should our product look and behave?
Attractive UX design, professional, minimalist, clean lines
a customer should be able to logo on to the app or website and 
should be able to book a table, look at the menu, pre book their 
meal. Once the customer arrives they should be able to call the 
server via the app, they should also be able to pay and leave 
feedback incl a tip

To increase our ProductIQ we asked our internal project team to think about the business and user 
assumptions by asking the following questions. We collected responses from the Head of Brand 
Marketing and a UI/UX designer. We also asked a Coder but are awaiting the response.  .
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSffP-7Ek8G_PzP6eiqAcqmakxBU79RWHASEqQSb2hUpTtXFiQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/117LuOvs5FQ4SfZeXLFCGsbHMLKQPYQwQqtz0hW0078M/edit?usp=sharing


Lean UX Canvas Title: UX Design Challenge
Date: AUG 2017

Iteration: 1

1. Business Problem:
The current state of the hospitality market has focused primarily on getting 
customer feedback by using paper score cards. Most of the score cards are paper 
based and traditionally would have seen a poor return rate. Our product/service 
will address the poor return rate by collecting this feedback at the right time and in 
the right place from relevant customers. We intend to collect this important 
information with the assistance of a digital kiosk (tablet) at the payment stage to 
ensure an increased response rate.

5. Solution Ideas/features:
Book/reserve your table
Look at the menu
Order from menu (in advance)
Call for the server/or manager for assistance
Leave feedback about the service
Indicate what tip I would like to leave
See my total bill incl tip
Pay with cash, car or Apple Pay
Earn credit through a loyalty scheme

2. Business Outcomes:
I will have more instant data about our business
I will know instantly what our customers want
I will know instantly if customers are happy/not happy
I will improve my customer service
I can possibly reduce the overheads (need less staff)
I can avoid incorrect orders
I can engage customers into loyalty programmes

3. Users & Customers:
We would consider the following users/customer to use our app:
Customer visiting cafes, restaurant.
Customer visiting hotels
Other potential customer may be from retail industry

4. User Benefits/outcomes:
As a user I will be able to have a seamless experience
I will be able to call a server/instantly instantly
I will know my bill in advance and I will know exactly what I ordered and how 
long the order took to be delivered
I can leave instant feedback
I can leave a tip and see my total bill incl the tip
I can create my own order
I can pay using Apple pay
I can earn loyalty credit

6. Feature Hypotheses:
Go to slide 9

What’s the most important thing we need to 
learn first?
From our qualitative data research we found out that one of the most important 
things to find out is if we will be able to create an app that could potentially take 
payment or link into the current pos systems. This will define the complexity of our 
proposed app. Is it just a rating app or can it be more than thand take payment. 

What’s the least amount of work we need to do 
to learn the next most important thing?
Do some research on pos and see if there is a shift in the market to move to 
digital payment in small and medium enterprises such as cafe or restaurants. Can 
we develop an MVP
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User persona and scenario
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Eric Mosley 42 ‘dad’

Married
One child
Second on the way
Very busy in work
Good income

Wants to bring his wife and child for a 
nice lunch during their staycation.
Wants good value for money.
They expect a good service and are 
willing to pay a tip for a great service and 
place.
Is tech savvy and likes to try out new 
technology.
Is often too busy to leave feedback either 
on a feedback card of usually forgets to 
log on to Yelp to leave a good comment 
as he is too busy.

Andrea 21 ‘waitress’

Single
3rd year college student

Andrea needs to earn good tips everyday 
as she is saving up for a car.



Feature hypothesis statement
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We believe that:

1 We can gain increased 
customer feedback

if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant

can leave instant feedback and 
indicate a tip

by using our online app

2 We can save money if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant

can order their menu by using our online app

3 We can reduce our staffing 
overheads

if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant

can have a full seamless 
experience 

by using our online app

4 We can reduce pos cost if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant

can pay their bill by using our online app

5 We can improve our 
customer service

if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant

can instantly call the assistance 
of the server

by using our online app



What is worth doing:  

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY IMPORTANCE FEASIBILITY/VIABILITY

A - We can gain increased customer feedback if visitors to 
our cafe or restaurant can leave instant feedback and 
indicate a tip by using our online app

4 4

B - We can save money if visitors to our cafe or restaurant 
can order their menu by using our online app (less errors)

4 2

C - We can reduce our staffing overheads if visitors to our 
cafe or restaurant can have a full seamless experience by 
using our online app (assist bot replaces the need for staff)

4 3

D - We can reduce pos cost if visitors to our cafe or 
restaurant can pay their bill by using our online app

4 3

E - We can improve our customer service if visitors to our 
cafe or restaurant can instantly call the assistance of the 
server by using our online app

3 3

IM
P

O
R

TA
N

C
E

FEASIBILITY/VIABILITY

1              2                 3                4                 5

1

2

3

4

5

AB C&D

E

Focus efforts on A, C and D.
Explore B & E after this.
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...Kicking of the design process with some early low fidelity abstract 
sketches of some of the screens.

This will help moving towards medium and high fidelity mock ups 
which will feed into a clickable prototype starting to make the 
product feel real.

Early sketches
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Color & font considerations
https://material.io/color
We suggest a simple color combination that reflects the brand of the client. Adhere to existing style/brand 
guidelines.

https://material.io/guidelines/style/typography.html
Unless there are specific font requirements to be consistent style/brand guideline we propose Roboto as it works 
well on may platforms.

...Source Google Material Design
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David   Burkhardt

One  hundred  percent  Dutch

Irish  Twin

https://material.io/color
https://material.io/guidelines/style/typography.html


For a low and medium fidelity experience you can walk through some early stage 
screens by clicking the following link:

https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV

Low/medium fidelity screens
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https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV


Rapid prototype testing
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Dear tester,

We have developed a very early product prototype and would like you to test some of the 
screens that we have prepared. Please click the following link.

The product prototype is an app (a kiosk) where you as a user can leave feedback during your 
visit at a cafe or restaurant. You will go through some screens (iPad) (scenario) where the 
Mosley family (users) are visiting a cafe and will be interacting with the app user interface. The 
waitress, Andrea is also connected to the experience by using her work Apple Watch.

The screens are staged so just click anywhere on the screen to see what buttons may need to 
be clicked.

We love comments, so if something is not clear you can activate the comment tool at the 
bottom right of your screen (see next slide for a screenshot).

Many thanks,

David Burkhardt
david@burkhardt.design

...We are now ready to 
do some user testing 
and get some early 
feedback on our 
minimal viable product.

If you are interested you 
can click the link below 
and walk through the 
screens.

Feel free to leave a 
comment:

https://invis.io/KYCUML
IQV#/246659021_Start
page-1

https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV#/246659021_Startpage-1
https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV#/246659021_Startpage-1
https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV#/246659021_Startpage-1
https://invis.io/KYCUMLIQV#/246659021_Startpage-1


Rapid prototyping feedback [real user]
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Rapid prototyping feedback [real user]
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Turning on your comments
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Turn on comments

Leave your comment anywhere
on the page

1

2



Thank you
david@burkhardt.design

mailto: david@burkhardt.design

